
Fact Sheet

Publisher Universal Interactive, Inc.

Developer Radical Entertainment

Category

Platform

Action-adventure

PlayStation2 computer entertainment system

Pricing and
Availability

ESRB Rating

Overview/
Storyline

MSRP $49.99
Game ships May 27, 2003, fully stocked at retailers by date of movie’s premiere

Teen with Violence

Acclaimed filmmaker Ang Lee’s concept for his film adaptation of the classic Marvel 
Comics series from Universal Pictures, The Hulk, combines all the elements of a 
blockbuster visual effects-intensive superhero movie with the brooding romance and 
tragedy of Universal's classic horror films.  In depicting The Hulk as both a superhero 
and a monster, a wish fulfillment and a nightmare, Lee and his team have stayed true 
to the early subversive spirit of the character created by Stan Lee and Jack Kirby, 
while completely updating The Hulk and projecting it into the dangers and aspirations 
of contemporary times.

Picking up a year after the events of the film, the game follows the plight of troubled 
scientist Bruce Banner and his enraged alter ego, Hulk, as they battle against the 
terrifying forces of the Leader – a villain intent on using the Hulk’s gamma energy to 
unleash a relentless army of gamma creatures on the world.  Betrayed by his long-
time colleague and mentor, Professor Crawford, Bruce unwittingly releases the 
essence of the Hulk into an Orb, falling prey to the Leader’s sinister plot.  Now Bruce 
must pursue his new foe through San Francisco, into Alcatraz, out of heavily guarded 
military installations and finally to the terrifying, surreal Freehold of the Leader 
himself.  Only by facing his own shattered identity and gaining control of the beast 
within him will Bruce have the ability to overcome the insane intentions of the Leader.

Game
Features

 Ultimate action-adventure superhero video game for multiple next-
generation platforms and the PC.

 Brand new storyline –  Deliberately set one year after the events of the film 
to provide fans with an interactive extension of the Hulk experience, the game is 
part of Universal’s overall creative vision to build a franchise from the comic book 
property and simultaneously launch it on theater and video game screens. 
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Game
Features

Continued

 New characters and old favorites – THE HULK brings together lead 
characters from the film with familiar enemies from the Marvel Comics universe 
and new villains created specifically for the game.

 Up to 10 enemies on-screen at a single time.
 Two types of gameplay for depth and variety 

o The player must employ the powers of critical thinking, logic and 
stealth as Bruce Banner, struggling to maintain control of the incredible
strength and rage of the Hulk.  The player must master the art of not 
turning into the Hulk in key Banner missions in order to succeed.

o As Hulk, the player can smash through walls, use semi-trucks as 
weapons, hurl enemies through walls and more.

 25 massive, highly-detailed levels including 5 Challenge levels featuring 
environments both directly from the film and exclusive to the game.

 Smashing Gameplay – Fully destructible and interactive environments where
virtually anything can and must be manipulated, picked up, destroyed or used as 
a weapon to successfully complete the game.  

 Real physics determine destruction in the game, not canned animation.  
Objects react to damage as they would in the real world, displaying behaviors 
consistent with the real effects of mass, matter and gravity.  Cars bounce off walls
and show damage to their bodies, glass shatters, broken pipes roll, and debris is 
left behind in the environment long after the Hulk makes his presence felt.

 Intense boss battles – In 5 boss challenges, The Hulk will battle it out 
against super villains Madman, Flux, Ravage, The Leader and Half-Life.

 Devastating Attacks – Take down the Hulk’s foes with more than 45 killer 
attacks, including super attacks like the Sonic Clap and Gamma Stomp.

 Voice Talent –  Eric Bana as Bruce Banner.

About the Film

About the
License

Universal Pictures’ The Hulk, produced in association with Marvel Entertainment 
Group, stars Eric Bana (Chopper, Black Hawk Down) as scientist Bruce Banner, 
whose inner demons transform him in the aftermath of a catastrophic experiment. 
Academy Award® winner Jennifer Connelly (A Beautiful Mind) portrays Betty Ross, 
whose scientific genius unwittingly helps unleash The Hulk, Nick Nolte (The Thin Red 
Line) plays Banner’s brilliant father, who passes on a tragic legacy to his son, and 
Sam Elliott (The Contender) portrays the commander of a top-secret military research
center.  The Valhalla Motion Pictures/Good Machine Production will hit theatres June 
20, 2003.

A Note to Parents:  Consult www.filmratings.com for information regarding movie 
ratings in making viewing choices.

The Hulk is licensed by Universal Studios Consumer Products Group (USCPG), the 
unit responsible for global licensing and retail strategies as well as building brand 
recognition.  USCPG is a unit of Universal Pictures, a division of Vivendi UNIVERSAL
Entertainment (VUE) (www.universalstudios.com), the U.S.-based film, television and 
recreation entity of Vivendi Universal, a global media and communications company.
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